tries is provided, as well as a folding map locating the libraries enumerated.

What strikes the browser in this valuable compilation is the small size of most of the collections. Obviously the traditional German system of having numerous small institute and departmental libraries still prevails today.—Estelle Brodman, Washington University School of Medicine.


The current emphasis on research and the information explosion which necessitates specialization in almost every field make a knowledge of the location of specialized materials imperative. This volume is an important contribution to this knowledge. Special libraries and information centers as defined in the introduction are collections that exist to meet the needs of a specialized clientele by providing them with the latest accurate information regardless of where and in what form it may be available. Hence the collection in a special library or information center may consist of published or unpublished material of many types, may contain no books, and is often organized and administered by unconventional methods. This directory lists and gives information about more than ten thousand such collections located in colleges and universities, public libraries, business and industrial firms, government agencies and departments, nonprofit institutions, associations, and societies, autonomous libraries, and private collections.

The format of the directory is similar to that of the Encyclopedia of Associations issued by the same publisher. Entries in a double column to the page are alphabetical by name of the organization or library with separate alphabetical lists for the United States and Canada. All libraries associated with an organization are grouped under the official name of the organization and the major governmental libraries under the United States and Canada, with cross references for libraries with more than one sponsor. Information given for each library includes the following items, whenever obtainable: name of the sponsoring or supporting organization; name of the library or information center; designation of the library's major subject category; address and telephone number; name of the person directly in charge; founding date; size of professional and nonprofessional staff; important subjects represented in the collection; special or unique collections; size of holdings; services available to the public; publications regularly issued by the library; names and titles of professional and supervisory staff members.

Nine appendixes assist further in the location of specialized information by listing the U.S. Information Agency libraries, the United States regional libraries for the blind, the United States government depository libraries, the U.S. Army Map Service depository libraries, the libraries with United States patent files, the United States regional technical report centers, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission depository libraries, libraries in the United States and Canada receiving United Nations material, and libraries of the United Nations specialized agencies.

A subject index, with reference by page number and item location on the page, refers to each collection which contains material on the subject listed. Although the system for indicating location of the libraries on any given page is cumbersome and time consuming, it is possible through the index to locate the collections dealing not only with the major fields of interest but also with many unusual topics. For instance, we find that there are in the American Christmas Crib Society library five hundred books, three hundred manuscripts, five thousand magazines, five thousand letters and clippings, six hundred and fifty slides, and ten thousand photographs dealing with Christmas alone; that the library of the United Federation of Doll Clubs contains nothing but material on the history, materials, trademarks, etc. of dolls; that there are, among other things, five hundred thousand abandoned patent applications in the scientific library of the U. S. Patent Office; that the American Museum of Comedy library and research center contains one million jokes and cartoons as well as books; and that the library of Rescue, Inc. is made up of 1105 books and 380 bound periodicals dealing with suicide, murder, and mental illness.

For librarians one of the most useful fea-
tures of the directory is the indication of availability of the material listed. When the library which contains the material needed has been located through the subject index, it is possible in most instances to determine immediately whether or not the material is available through interlibrary loan, duplication, or personal consultation.

The directory is a storehouse of information on a vast amount of research material not generally listed in the standard bibliographies. It will be interesting to note its effect on bringing the researcher and the material together.—Clara Mae Brown, Joint University Libraries.
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